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ABSTRACT 
A new construction for the orthocompletion of an l-group is given and discussed. 
Its relation to the Z-group of almost-kite continuous real-valued functions on a 
Stone space is clarified. 
The orthocompletion of an l-group (lattice-ordered group) was intro- 
duced by S. BERNAU in [l], where it was proved that each representable 
Z-group has a unique orthocompletion. The definition was clarified in [5] 
where a simpler construction of the orthocompletion wss given. K. KEIMEL 
also obtained the orthocompletion in a sheaf-theoretic setting [7]. 
In this paper we present another construction for the orthocompletion. 
The resulting model seems more satisfying than those previously given. 
We conclude the paper with some remarks illuminating the ortho- 
completion. 
Let G be an Z-group. If S is a subset of G, then S’ = {X E Cl 1x1 A Is] = 0 
for all s E X} is the polar of 8 in G. The collection of polars in G will be 
denoted by 9(G). If P E 9(G), then P=P” (where P”=(P’)‘). 9’(G) is 
a complete Boolean algebra under inclusion ([l] and elsewhere). P E 9(G) 
is a summand of G if each g s G has a unique expression g =x + y where 
XEP and ~EP’. 
Let G be an Z-subgroup of an l-group H. G is dense in H if O<h E H 
implies 0 <g < h for some g E G; G is large in H if 0 <h E H implies there 
exists g E G such that 0 <g gnh for some positive integer 12. If G is large 
in H, then the map Q I+ Q n G is a Boolean isomorphism of B(H) onto 
9(G). The inverse map is P I+ P’*=P** (where * denotes the polar 
operation in H) [S]. 
H is orthocomplete if (i) P c P(H) implies P is a summand of H, and 
(ii) each collection of (pairwise) disjoint elements of H has a supremum 
in H. H is an orthocompletion for G if H is a minimal orthocomplete 
Z-group containing G as a large Z-subgroup. 
G is representable if G is Z-isomorphic to an l-subgroup of a (cardinal) 
product of totally-ordered groups. If G is representable, then G has a 
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unique orthocompletion; conversely, if G has an orthocompletion, then 
G is representable [ 11. 
Let B be a Boolean algebra with least element 0 and greatest element 1. 
If b E B then by a partition of b in B we mean a maximal disjoint subset 
of [0, b]. A partition of 1 in B will be called simply a partition. The 
partition {bl} in B is a rejnement of the partition {cP} in B if for each 
bz there exists c, such that bi<c,. 
Analogues of the lemmas in this paper have, of course, been obtained 
by the previously mentioned authors in their respective settings. Although 
the setting in this paper would appear to be more naively satisfying, 
it does not seem to lead to shorter proofs. 
CONSTRUCTING THE ORTHOCOMPLETION 
Suppose G is represented as an l-subgroup of a product JJ,,, Tz of 
totally-ordered groups. We denote the x-component of f E n Tz by f(x), 
and we let S(f) = {x E Xlf(x) # 0). If R is a non-empty subset of n T,, 
we let S(K) = {x E Xlf(x) # 0 for some f E K>. 
The map P I-+ S(P) is a one-to-one intersection-preserving map of 9(G) 
onto a collection a of subsets of X. g is thus a Boolean algebra under 
inclusion (although the join operation in 93 will not generally be set- 
theoretic union). We have pl=S(O) E a and S(G) E 99. We will assume 
henceforth without loss of generality that X=S(G). 
Suppose f E n Tz is such that there exists a partition {.Pajaa~ in 9Y 
and a collection {ga}arA of elements of G such that f(x) =go(x) for all 
z E P,. Then we say ({gb)]{P6)) underlies f ; for economy of notation we 
will write (gslFb) in place of ((ga}l(Fa)). 
LEMMA 1. #uppose f, k .sn T,, and (galFs) underlies f, and (hpIEp) 
underlies k. Then 
(i) (g, + h,+jFa n Ep) underlies f + k 
(ii) (ga V hplFa n Ii’@) underlies f V k 
(iii) (ga A hpIF’, n Ep) underlies f A k and 
(iv) (-g,lEb) underlies -f. 
PROOF. We note that {Fa n Ep} is a partition in Z@ since both (Fa} 
and {Ep} are. The remainder of the proof is clear, and will be omitted. 
Let L= {f E J-J T,I there exists (goIFs) underlying f}. L is an l-subgroup 
of JJ T, by Lemma 1. For f, k E L define f N k to mean that there exists 
(galFLI) underlying both f and k. It is readily verified that N is an 
equivalence relation on L; we denote the equivalence class containing f 
by [f], and we denote the collection of all such equivalence classes by 8. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that N is in fact an Z-group congruence. Thus 
Q is under the natural operations an Z-group, and f I+ [f] is an Z-group 
homomorphism of L onto ‘3. 
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LEMMA 2. If (galFJ underlies f, the following are equivalent: 
(0 [fl=o 
(ii) S(g,) n F,=!ii for all a. 
(iii) S(G) n F,=P) for all 01. 
PROOF. It is clear that (iii) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (i). We show 
(ii) implies (iii). There exists P, E 9(G) such that F,=S(P,). Since 
S(g,) n Spa) = 0 we have ga E P’. Thus gl C P’ and hence S(gI) n S(P,) C 
C S(Pi) n S(P,) = S( Pi n PO,) = S(0) = Ca. Thus X(gt) n Fa = 8. 
Now we show (i) implies (ii). Let [f] = 0, and suppose (by way of contra- 
diction) there exists LYO with g%(xa) # 0 for some xo E F,. There exists 
(hpjEp) underlying f such that 5(x) = 0 for all x E EB. W= {Fm,, n Es) is 
a partition of F, in a since {Ep} is a partition of X in 9Y. 
If x E FaO n Ep, then g%(x) = f(x) = h@(x) = 0. Thus S(g,,,) n F,, n Ep = 8, 
and thus S(g&) n F, n ED = 0, for all ,9. Hence S(gzo) n F, is an element 
of k@ contained in F, which is disjoint from each element of W. However, 
x0 E S(g&) n F,, and thus S(gZ,) n F,,#@ This contradicts the fact that 
W is a partition of Fmo in 57. 
We conclude S(g,J n F,=P, for all a. 
LEMMA 3. Let f, k E L. Then [f] G [k] if and only if given (g&IF&) under- 
lying f there exists (hb/Eb) underlying k such that g&(x)< ha(x) for all 
xEFanEg. 
PROOF. Let (g,lF,) underlie f. Choose (hpjEp) underlying k such that 
ga(x) Q ho(x) for all x E F, n E 8. Then (g, V hp]F, n Ep) underlies both k 
and f V k. Thus [f] = [f V k], and since [f V k] = [f] V [k] we conclude [f] < [k]. 
Conversely, suppose [f] Q [k] and that (galFa) underlies f. [f V k]= [k] 
and hence there exists (h,@p) underlying both f V k and k. Now g,(x) < hp(x) 
for all x E F, n Ep. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that the Z-homomorphism f I+ [f] embeds G 
into ‘9. We will henceforth identify G with its image under this map. 
LEMMA 4. G is a dense l-subgroup of 8. 
PROOF. Suppose f EL and O<[f]. Let (golFa) underlie f. Without loss 
of generality f 2 0 and hence there is no loss of generality in also assuming 
g,> 0 for all 0~. By Lemma 2 there exists P, and x0 E J’% such that 
g%(xe) # 0. Also F, =S(P,) for some P,, E 9(G). There exists O<g E P% 
with g(x0) # 0. Now g A g,, E G and O<g A quo< [f]. (Indeed, (g A g%lX) 
underlies g A g%, and (g A gor,,)(x) <gb(x) for all x E F,. Thus g A g%< [f] 
by Lemma 3.) 
LEMMA 5. $9 is a representable l-group. 
PROOF. This is immediate from the fact [4, Thm. 1.81 that the class 
of representable Z-groups is equationally definable. 
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LEMMA 6. If Q E c?(8), then Q is a summa& of 9. 
PROOF. Let us denote the polar operation in B by *. Let f EL with 
(g@‘,J underlying f. Let Er =S(Q n G) and Ez =S(Q* n G). Note Q n G, 
Q* n G E P(G) since G is dense in 3. Thus EI, Es E a. In fact, {El, Ez} 
is a partition in a. 
Let (u~JP~ n Et) be such that u%=g, and u%=O. Let (w,,lEh n Et) 
be such that w,~ = 0 and w9=ga. (us].P~ n Et) underlies some element 
k E L, and (w@‘~ n Et) underlies some m EL. (uai+ w@‘& n Et) underlies 
both f and k+m. Thus [f]=[k+m]=[k]+[m]. 
Since B is representable, Q and Q* are normal subgroups of 9. Hence 
to complete the proof we need only show [k] E Q and [m] E Q*. If g E Q n G, 
then S(g) C El, and hence S(g A war) n (F, n Et) = PI. Since (g A w=JF, n Eg) 
underlies g A m, it follows from Lemma 2 that [m] E (Q n G)*. But 
(Q n G)* =Q* since G is dense in ‘$8. Thus [m] E Q*. Similarly [k] E Q. 
LEMMA 7. Each disjoint subset of 59 has a supemum in 3. 
PROOF. Suppose {hi} is a subset of L such that {[ha]) is a disjoint subset 
of 59. Let (gl,aIFn,O) underlie hn. Without loss of generality ha> 0 and 
gh a> 0 for all LY and il. It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that (S(gi,) n 
n PA. a)l, a is a disjoint collection of sets in k@. Thus it is included in some 
partition {KY} of X in ~9’. Let (u,&,) be such that u.,, = gk r* if K,, = S(gi. a) n 
n FA, o for some 1, (x, and u, = 0 otherwise. Let h E L be such that (u,&) 
underlies h. We show [h] = V [h], 
Fix ile. We show [hh] < [A]. Fix 010, and let x E FA,,,~, n KY. If 8%. &c) = 0, 
then g+, &c) GUY(X). Suppose 9%. %0(z) # 0. Then x E S(g+,, ii,,) n PA,,, +,, and 
hence KY = S(g&, %) n Fh. bo and gh. +,(x) = z+(x). It follows by Lemma 3 
that [h,,,] =G [FYI. 
Now suppose f E L is such that &] < [f] for all 2. Let (cZ,JN,) underlie f. 
By Lemma 3, there exists (da,.,]Na,,) underlying f such that gA.&) <da,,(x) 
for all x E F,I.~ n NA,,. 
For fixed ii, (x, {S(gL,) n FA., n Nk,} is a partition of S(gi,) n Fkd 
in &Y. Also {KY n N,,} is a partition of K,, in a when K,, is not one of 
the S(gi. a) n FA, d. In this way we arrive at a partition {MO3 of X in a, 
and (M,} refines {KY}. Let wO=dkq if M,=S(gi.) n FL, n NkV, and 
w,=d, if M,= KY n N,, where K, is not one of the S(gi.) n FA,.. Then 
(ur,lM,) underlies f, and U,(Z) <m,(x) for all cz E KY n M,. Thus [h] < [f] 
by Lemma 3. 
Thus [h] = V [hn] and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose P is a summand of G for each P E 9(G). If f EL 
then [f] is the join of some disjoint subset of G. 
PROOF. There exists (gAlFi) underlying f. Let PA E B(G) be such that 
FA =S(PA). Since Pa is a summand of G we can assume without loss of 
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generality that g2 E PA. Then {gA} is a disjoint subset of G (and hence 
of ‘3). Referring to the proof of Lemma 7, and letting (gA1X) underlie 91, 
we get the disjoint collection {S(gi)) which is extended to the partition KY. 
The (zcylKv) constructed underlies f. Thus [f] = V ga. 
Note: Lemma 8 is valid under the weaker hypothesis that each polar 
in the subset (g”lg E G> of 9’(G) is a summand of G. This follows from 
the fact that each partition in P(G) has a refinement whose elements are 
in this subset. 
LEMMA 9. If H is an orthocomplete l-subgroup of $9 and G _C H, then 
H=+9. 
PROOF. H can be represented as an Z-subgroup of a product of totally- 
ordered groups (by Lemma 5). Form ti in the analogous manner to the 
formation of 3 from G. We identify 9 in the natural way with an 
Z-subgroup of 2. Let a E 3. By Lemma 8 a is the join in Z of a disjoint 
subset of H. Since H is dense in 2’, a is the join in H of this subset. 
Thus a E H, and hence H = 3. 
THEOREM. ‘3 is the orthocowqdetim of G. 
PROOF. This follows from Lemmas 4, 6, 7, and 9. (Uniqueness will 
not be proved here, although, of course, it could be done without great 
difficulty. See [l], [Cl, and [7].) 
REMARKS 
1. Let X be a Stone space (an extremely disconnected compact 
Hausdorff space). Let G = C(X), and let D(X) = {f : X -+ I3 u { - 00, + ca}I f 
is continuous and f(z) E I3 for all x in some dense open subset of X}. 
G is an l-subgroup of nzrX I&. We consider the 9 obtained in this setting. 
The sets S(P), P E 9(G), are precisely the clopen subsets of X. Let [f] E ‘23 
and let (g@‘&) underlie f. Then u F, is a dense open subset of X and the 
restriction of f to u F, is continuous (since gE E C(X)). Since X is a 
Stone space f extends (uniquely) to a continuous function p: X --f Y3 
u (-00, +oo}, and f~ D(X). On the other hand, suppose k E D(X). 
There exists a dense open subset U of X such that k(x) E I3 for all x E U. 
Let (23~) be a maximal disjoint collection of clopen subsets of U. It follows 
from the fact that the clopen sets form a base for the topology of X that 
u E,= X and {&} is a partition of X in g. Let hp E C(X) by h@(x) = k(x) 
if x E Eb and 5(x) = 0 otherwise. Then (hpl Ep) underlies some WL E n ‘&. 
We have [m] E 3, and if 6 is formed as above then 5i = k. Moreover, if 
[f] E B and [m] is the element of ‘3 obtained from f, then [f] = [ml. In 
view of the way the algebraic operations are usually defined on D(X) 
it is now quite clear that in a strong sense 9 is D(X). (The device of 
adjoining & 00 simply allows us to pick a continuous representative for 
each element of 8.) 
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2. Let s= {GIG is a vector lattice and the intersection of the maximal 
ideals in G is 01. G E 9 if and only if G is l-isomorphic to a vector 
sublattice of a product of copies of B. Let G be an l-subgroup of JJCT &t, 
and consider 3. %’ is archimedean since G is. The Dedekind completion 
$? of B is a complete and orthocomplete vector lattice [5]. Hence (see 
[8, Thm. 50.61, for instance) $%‘A is Z-isomorphic to D(X) where X is the 
Stone space fol’ 8(9*). X is also the Stone space for g(G) since G is dense 
in $Y and hence in BA. If g(G) is atomic, then D(X) E 9; conversely, 
if each subset of X has non-measurable cardinal, then D(X) E F implies 
Y(G) is atomic [3]. (It is consistent with the usual axioms of set theory 
to assume that measurable cardinals do not exist; without this assumption 
many cardinals can be shown to be non-measurable [9J.) g(G) is atomic 
if and only if G is (Z-isomorphic to) an Z-subgroup of a product JJi,, @\I 
such that Z;,,Y& C G [4, Thm. 3.21. If ‘5Y E 9, then CYA E fl [6]. Thus, 
if we assume measurable cardinals do not exist, the orthocompletion of 
G is in 9 if and only if G can be represented as an l-subgroup of some 
n & in such a way that 2 nf C G C n ‘& (and in this case T]T ‘l& is the 
orthocompletion of G). 
3. The operations in C!? are pointwise almost everywhere. In [2] it 
was shown that by suitably enlarging the elements of a it is possible 
to obtain the SP-hull of G in such a way that the operations are pointwise 
everywhere. That this is too much to ask for in the case of the ortho- 
completion can be seen from Remark 2. 
4. Let G be a representable Z-group, and let X be the Stone space 
for g(G). The elements of X can be thought of as the maximal ideals 
in the Boolean algebra g(G). If x is a maximal ideal in g(G), let Nz= 
u {g”lg E G and g” E x}. Then Nz is a prime ideal in G, and n N,= 0. 
Thus G can be represented as an l-subgroup of the product nzox G/N,, 
where each G/N% is totally-ordered since Nz is prime. The 3 obtained 
from this representation for G is essentially Keimel’s model for the ortho- 
completion. (The sheaf-theoretic apparatus in [7] does not seem to be 
helpful with the orthocompletion, although it does produce a nice model 
of the #P-hull.) 
5. We call attention to the remarkable result in [lo] which states 
that for archimedean l-groups the notion of lateral completion coincides 
with the notion of orthocompletion. 
6. Finally, we note that a model for the orthocompletion similar to 
the one given here can be developed in a permutation group setting. 
The key in both settings is the fact that disjoint elements of G have 
disjoint sets as their supports. 
Tlie University of Texae 
Austin, Texas 
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